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PREMIUM

STACKING DOORS
The great outdoors was never more affordable!
Incorporating all of the strength, quality, design and security features
Jason Windows is renowned for, the Premium Stacking Door provides
the ultimate alfresco solution at a very affordable price.
LEVER LOCK SECURITY
A unique lever action provides effortless
operation when opening or closing the stacking
door. The lever lock handle has a soft rubber
infill at the back grab area, further enhancing its
ergonomic feel.
The one touch single snib operation
incorporates a visual indicator for when the
door is locked or unlocked. A sleek integrated
cylinder cover on both the outside and inside
handle provides protection against the weather
and cylinder corrosion, allowing operation even
in harsh environments.
Tested to security industry standards with
exceptional performance, the locking system
provides increased locking strength and an
added level of security.
STRENGTH
The sturdy design of the Premium Stacking
Door offers a frame width of 195mm with
profiles matching the strong look and feel of
the full Premium range of products.
PERFORMANCE
Products are designed to meet the
performance criteria stipulated in
AS 2047 and tested by NATA approved
agencies. As a member of the Australian
Window Association, Jason’s products are
subject to third party audits designed to
ensure products match the publicised
test results.
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Performance labels are permanently placed
on all doors to confirm the structural
rating and water resistance capabilities of
the product.
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T E N Y E A R WARRANTY
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SLIDING SCREEN DOOR SYSTEM
The Premium Stacking Door incorporates
an external sliding flydoor system. Sleek and
unobtrusive, the screen doors can be slid away
to provide the largest possible opening for
alfresco entertaining. Alternatively, the door
panels can be in the fully open position with the
external screen doors closed, enabling natural
ventilation while keeping flies and bugs outside.
Mohair to the head track ensures the doors
slide smoothly without the rattling.
RANGE
The Premium Stacking Door is available in a
wide range of sizes, configurations and colours.
Choose from three and six panel stacking
doors spanning up to six metres in width, all
available in Jason’s extensive range of standard
and special colours.
LOW PROFILE SILL
The gentle sloping threshold on the custom
sill section creates a natural ramping effect,
enabling easy access. From an internal height of
54mm to just 42mm externally, the low profile
sill is the perfect way to bring the outside in.
BUILDING IN DETAIL
The Premium Stacking Door can be either
bricked in or site fixed into a prepared
opening, providing full flexibility in the
construction process. Twist in lugs to the
internal and external brick course provide
added strength and enduring frame fixing.
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